
Ride-Sharing Services 

FAQ

Q: What is a ride-sharing service? 

Ride-sharing services are an alternative to taxis and can be especially helpful away from major city centers 
where hailing a taxi quickly is not a possibility. The services work by drivers using their own private vehicles 
and choosing their own hours after passing an application process. A few requirements are that a driver: 

-Must be 21 or older

- States have different rules regarding the age of the car, but a general requirement is that a car must not be
more than ten years old, must be a 4-door, and in good condition without any major dents and all safety 
features must be working. 

- Must have in-state license, in-state plates, current registration

-Must pass a background check and have a clean driving record

Q: How is a ride-sharing service different from a taxi?

The services were designed to be user friendly and convenient because from start to finish, there is never 
any exchange of money person-to-person, everything is conducted via an app.

Q: What ride-sharing services are available?

The major two services currently used are Uber and Lyft. Each is available for free download and a user 
must enter credit card information into the app for use. 

Q: What should I consider when choosing to take a bus or use a ride-sharing service?

A ride-sharing service is going to cost more than using public transit. During peak hours such as rush hour, 
fares can be increased by 50% or more. It is really a traveler’s personal preference to which mode of 
transportation is best for a certain destination. For example, riding the bus may be a good way to get to a 
grocery store, but using a ride-sharing service to get home may be easier than carrying groceries on the 
bus. 

Q: What are Lyft and Uber’s policies for people with disabilities? 

It is part of both companies’ anti-discrimination policies that drivers must accommodate service animals and 
a passenger is not required to inform their driver ahead of time. Both companies will also make reasonable 
accommodations for travelers who use a wheelchair. Both apps are accessible by using VoiceOver although Uber 
has better online user reviews. 
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RIDE-SHARING TRAINING UNIT: Use traditional sequence and be sure to assess O&M skills needed prior
to ride-sharing travel. (Ex: street crossing skills, parking lot travel, communication skills, level of difficulty 
getting into/out of vehicle, buckling a seatbelt, etc.) 

1. Concepts and Familiarization to App. 
A. What is a ride-sharing service?
B. How are the fares handled and how do they change?
C. How do you schedule a pick-up? 
D. What type of car would you liked to get picked up with? (Lyft, Lyft Plus, UberX, UberXL) 
E. Compare ride-sharing service to other types of public transportation 

2. Trip-Planning Skills
A. Choosing an appropriate place to get picked up (ex: somewhere that is not crowded and both 

traveler and driver can easily locate each other, somewhere safe that a driver can pull over) 
B. How to enter the destination into the app. 

3. Communication with Driver
A. How to know when driver arrives (picture of driver, type of car, text message, phone call)
B. If traveler enters destination into the app. it will get sent to the driver or they can tell the driver 

when he/she arrives
C. Folding cane and putting it away when getting to the car
D. There should not be any money exchanged between driver and traveler, the fare and a tip if 

the traveler chooses to include one are exchanged via the app. 
4. Ride-Sharing Travel

A. Start by taking a ride and traveling with the student 
B. If parents/ guardians agree to participate, have the student download the app. onto their own 

device to use
C. Progress to planning and execution of solo trips. This should only be done if student uses their 

own device so that teacher and student ALWAYS have a way to contact each other. 

INSTRUCTOR TIPS: 

-Pick relevant or interesting destinations 

-Be aware of potential fare increases during the time of your lesson  

-Since student will be using your phone make sure to disable or turn off any notifications you would not 
want your student to see
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